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Scenario One: Containment
U.S.-Led Coalition Contains Iran
By 2012, the United States has organized a regional coalition to contain Iran,  
modeled to some degree on experience gained dealing with the Soviet Union.  
Isolation and external pressure towards the emergence of an Iranian  
“Gorbachev”—someone the West can do business with—is the long-term goal. page 6

Scenario Two: Balance of Power 
U.S. Drawdown from Iraq Triggers  
Middle East Balance of Power Dynamic
Acknowledging that the Iraq experiment has failed, the U.S. withdraws the  
majority of its troops and accepts a diminished military and political presence  
in the region.  Regional players are forced to both balance and engage Iran,  
thereby protecting their sovereignty and limiting the damage from terrorism.  page 13

Scenario Three: Engagement  
U.S. Engages Iran
A U.S.-Iran engagement defuses the confrontation over Iran’s nuclear program  
and its role in Iraq, and acknowledges Iran’s regional interests in exchange for  
increased stability in Iraq and international cooperation. page 20
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PROJECT OVERVIEW

This CGA Iran Scenarios workshop, conducted on January 25, 2008, was the 
second of what we expect to be many such events designed to reduce surprise 
and expand U.S. foreign policy options. Too often, in both official and academic 
policy debates, the future is expected to parallel the recent past. Potential 
discontinuities are dismissed as implausible, information that conflicts with 
prevailing mindsets is unseen or viewed as anomalous, pressure for consensus 
drives out distinctive insights, and a fear of being ‘wrong’ discourages risk-
taking and innovative analysis. Too much good thinking falls to the cutting 
room floor, while consensus coalesces around lowest common denominator 
extrapolations of recent data, or around the policy commitments of ‘clients.’ 
This built-in conservatism can artificially restrict policy options and reduce 
foreign policy choice.

The CGA Scenarios project aims to apply imagination to debates about global 
conditions that affect U.S. interests. The project will assemble the combination 
of knowledge, detachment and futures perspective essential to informing 
decisions taken in the presence of uncertainty. The project will comprise long 
term research on forces for change in the international system and workshops 
attended by experts and policy makers from diverse fields and viewpoints. 
The workshops will examine the results of current research, create alternative 
scenarios, identify potential surprises, and test current and alternative policies 
against these futures. 

This CGA Scenarios publication is the second of a series of occasional papers 
intended to disseminate the results of the project’s workshops and research 
in the form of new insights that can serve as forces for change, and present 
alternative scenarios, policy impacts, and options. 

Michael Oppenheimer, the founder of the project, has organized over thirty 
conferences devoted to scenario development and foreign policy analysis for the 
State Department, the Defense Department, the National Intelligence Council, 
the Central Intelligence Agency, the U.S. Institute of Peace, the Brookings 
Institution, the Council on Foreign Relations, the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, the 
Hart Rudman Commission and the Presidents Science Advisor. He is a professor 
at the Center for Global Affairs at NYU.
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FOREWORD

Over the last four years, policymakers in the United States and abroad have 
been engaged in a frustrating search for a strategy to deal with the challenge 
that Iran poses to Western interests in the Persian Gulf and the Middle East, 
more broadly. At the risk of being too simplistic, the debate that has emerged 
pits those who, citing overlapping interests and little choice given Washington’s 
weakened strategic position want to “engage” Iran against those who believe 
that the clerical regime is unredeemable and thus confrontation is necessary to 
secure U.S. interests. Although there are many knowledgeable people involved 
in the informal deliberations being played out on op-ed pages, policy journals, 
and opinion magazines, the discussion has become a debilitating exercise in 
polemics instead of a well-developed policy analysis.

It was precisely this state of affairs that made Michael Oppenheimer’s invitation 
to participate in a scenarios exercise at NYU’s Center for Global Affairs so timely 
and important. As was the case with the Iraq workshop the Center convened 
in January 2007, Michael recruited an unrivaled group of international scholars 
to play out a variety of “Iran Scenarios” and their consequences for the United 
States and the region. The open-ended, free flowing process that Oppenheimer 
and his team devised proved to be extraordinarily useful in working through 
the complex challenges that Iran presents.  

The interaction with specialists from a range of disciplines and professional 
experiences proved invaluable to working through different scenarios. This 
aspect of the workshop provided for a particularly interesting discussion during 
which conventional views about Iran’s domestic situation and foreign policy 
were discredited in favor of a nuanced and sophisticated view of the country.  

As with the Iraq workshop, the Center for Global Affairs’ Iran Scenarios exercise 
was one of the most intellectually gratifying and thought-provoking sessions in 
which I have participated.

Steven A. Cook, Ph.D. 
Douglas Dillon Fellow 
Council on Foreign Relations
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IRan 2015:  
InTRODUCTORY nOTES
The process was designed as a free flowing discussion of plausible alternate 
futures describing Iran and its relationship with other regional and global actors. 
It was not a formal simulation with assigned roles and a scripted dialogue, but 
a facilitated conversation among experts on Iran, the Middle East, and U.S. 
foreign policy. Our objective was to imagine, then subject to scrutiny, alternate 
balance of power configurations for the region to the year 2015, and the role 
that Iran might play in precipitating, reinforcing, or undermining these patterns. 
In considering the role of Iran, we addressed its domestic political dynamics 
and the impact of internal politics on Iran’s regional strategies, as well as the 
role of regional and global players.

The first two hours involved a discussion of assumptions and potential scenario 
concepts. We made the following assumptions, subject to revision during the 
second hour: 1. Iran’s nuclear enrichment program continues; 2. no U.S. attack 
on Iran, no inadvertent war; 3. U.S. troops in Iraq cut substantially by 2010; 4. 
high oil prices through 2015. This left many critical factors in play, including 
internal Iranian political developments, levels of violence in Iraq and its regional 
spillover, Iranian weaponization of enriched uranium, Israeli-Palestinian conflict, 
political dynamics in Arab countries, actions of terrorist groups, and strategies of 
major global actors, including most importantly the United States.  

We then selected three regional scenario concepts for detailed treatment. These 
were selected for plausibility (not likelihood) and significance. The three were 
designed to encompass a wide range of conditions, including some that are of 
low probability but would be highly significant, and that challenge both our 
assumptions and our preferences. The goal here, of course, was not to predict, 
but to gain insight into what images of the region’s future are plausible, what 
underlying forces shape its future, and how more favorable outcomes (from a 
U.S. perspective) can be encouraged.

To jump-start the selection of scenarios, we began with a quick presentation 
of some fragmentary concepts emerging in the national debate on Iran. These 
potential scenarios included: 

	 n  Containment of Iran, a U.S. led coalition of Arab states cemented by fear 
of Iranian regional ambitions and its growing military (nuclear) capability, 
such as to subordinate intra-Arab friction and the political complications of 
U.S. support for Israel;

	 n  Fluid regional balance of power, multiple coalitions of shifting commitments, 
regional actors build capability as they compete and collaborate, states 
face several threats, none compelling, U.S. acts as off-shore balancer;
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	 n  Engagement with Iran, led by Arab states which find common purpose 
with a moderating Iran, in presence of external/Israeli threats, and/or 
diminished U.S. credibility;

	 n  Engagement with Iran, led by U.S. seeking cooperation in stabilizing Iraq 
and pushing for Israeli-Palestinian settlement, prepared to give way on 
nuclear enrichment program.

The three scenarios chosen from these and other ideas included: 

	 1) A Broad U.S. Led Coalition to Contain Iran

	 2)  U.S. Withdrawal from Iraq Triggers Balance of Power Dynamic in  
the Middle East

	 3) U.S.-Iran Engagement

Each of these concepts then became the subject of detailed discussion over the 
concluding three hours, among invited experts, CGA faculty, and students. Here 
we suspended disbelief, set aside probabilities and preferences, and built the 
most persuasive case we could for each scenario. To facilitate this, we asked 
several questions:

	 n  What is the role of Iran in precipitating, reinforcing, or undermining the 
scenario? Is Iran, and its internal politics, a driver of the scenario? How 
would its internal politics react to the scenario? Does the logic of the 
scenario make assumptions about Iranian politics that are implausible?

	 n  How do other regional and global actors play in the scenario? Which drive 
it, which resist it? Are the interests of key players served sufficiently for the 
scenario to remain plausible? 

	 n  What does Iraq look like in each scenario? What does the scenario require/
assume about Iraq, and does this undermine plausibility?

	 n  How central is U.S. policy and power to the scenario? To what extent are 
U.S. interests served within the scenario? What policy trade offs would be 
demanded of the U.S. within the scenario?

A few cautionary remarks: the scenarios are not mutually exclusive, though 
each represents a dominant tendency with distinctive implications for the 
region and for U.S. interests. Nor are they predictions, or easily rank ordered as 
to probability. They are, we hope, plausible and thought provoking, revealing 
opportunities for U.S. policy not apparent in simple extrapolations or wishful 
thinking about the future of the region.

Michael F. Oppenheimer 
NYU Center for Global Affairs 
May 28, 2008
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Scenario One: Containment

U.S.-LED COaLITIOn 
COnTaInS IRan

SUmmaRY
By 2012, the United States has organized a coalition to contain Iran, modeled to 
some degree on experience gained dealing with the Soviet Union. Isolation and 
external pressure towards the emergence of an Iranian “Gorbachev”—someone 
the West can do business with—is the long-term goal.

This scenario involves the cooperation of the Gulf States in a concerted effort to 
check Iranian power in the region. The threat posed by an intransigent, conservative 
administration in Tehran, simultaneously pushing forward with a nuclear weapons 
program, expanding its influence inside Iraq, Lebanon, and Gaza, ratcheting 
up its anti-Zionist rhetoric, and seeking to undermine the legitimacy of Arab 
governments, acts as a bonding agent between the U.S. and the Gulf States.

This containment strategy is reinforced by several factors, including: 1) a continuous 
and stabilizing U.S. military presence in the Persian Gulf; 2) established bases in 
Bahrain, Qatar, and Kuwait; 3) continuing chaos in Iraq despite the maintenance 
of 50-60,000 U.S. troops; and 4) substantial progress in the Israeli-Palestinian 
dialogue. Cooperation with the Gulf States, as well as with Turkey, proves to 
be essential in securing American access to military facilities in the region, and 
reassuring allies in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and Israel of America’s 
long-term commitment to their security. 

Hard lessons are applied by the U.S. to sustain this new strategy, namely 
increased restraint and consultation with allies as well as other major 
players (e.g. Russia, China). A primary motivation behind this new strategy 
is the U.S. desire to prevent further self-inflicted setbacks in Iraq and 
Lebanon that in the past created openings for Iran. The U.S. also reinvests 
in the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in dealing with Iran’s 
nuclear program, thus lending greater legitimacy to stringent sanctions 
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without actual military intervention. This also lowers the rhetoric to less overt 
threats of military action, and replaces the more blatant saber-rattling and 
“sanctions for the sake of sanctions” perception that had encouraged negative 
developments in Iranian politics.

PRImaRY PLaYERS 
Iran
Reformist and moderate groups opposed to Ahmadinejad are stifled in the 
2008 parliamentary and 2009 presidential elections. Ahmadinejad’s mandate 
for generational change further usurps the power of traditional political elites 
and the Ayatollahs. The regime seeks legitimacy and support via anti-U.S. 
and anti-Israeli rhetoric as the revolutionary luster fades and anger grows at 
the lack of economic progress and persistence of corruption.  Iran’s nuclear 
enrichment program continues apace, while provocative statements aimed at 
winning support on the Arab street continue to stir up anger among regional 
governments. Iran’s confrontational behavior 
stokes greater scrutiny of Tehran’s intentions 
throughout the Gulf and revives efforts in 
Washington to isolate the regime.

The prostate cancer-related death of the elderly 
Khamenei aids efforts of the conservative 
faction to strengthen its hold on power as 
the “creeping coup” of Ahmadinejad—who 
first challenged the Mullahs for power by appointing like-minded Islamic 
Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) and Basij alumni to key government 
posts—takes hold. The political aspirations of the camps of former president 
Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani and other presidential hopefuls, among them Ali 
Larijani and Mohammad Ghalibaf, are side-lined as Iran’s security apparatus 
gains control. By 2012, 1979 revolution intelligence and military figures fill 
administration and middle bureaucracy positions. The 2005 appointments of 
IRGC deputy-head Morteza Rezai, Interior Minister Mostafa Pour-Mohammadi 
and his deputy, Mojtaba Hashemi Samareh, were the first of many that began 
the virtual elimination of competing factions in the executive branch, rendering 
it loyal to Ahmadinejad through affiliation or obligation. 

Justified as necessary to protect the country from U.S.-backed insiders, domestic 
repression continues, garnering Ahmadinejad growing influence and presidential 
power. Regime loyalists gain control of state-owned enterprises and privatized 
state assets. An authoritarian system clearly emerges as Ahmadinejad diminishes 
Iran’s more “pluralistic” cleric-run political system while promoting his military 
and intelligence cronies. 

U.S.-Led Coalition Contains Iran

An authoritarian system clearly emerges 

as Ahmadinejad diminishes Iran’s more 
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Progress on the nuclear program is limited more by political than by technical 
constraints. Although the pace of development slowed during the P5+1 
negotiations, it now accelerates as Ahmadinejad consolidates control. The IAEA 
and the UN Security Council respond with increased pressure.

The resulting sanctions hurt the general population, yet allow Ahmadinejad 
to blame America for his own policy failures. Lack of investment reduces job 
opportunities as a young, educated generation enters the labor pool. Sold-off 
state companies lose their ability to absorb the surplus labor and an overbearing 
state bureaucracy throttles private small-scale enterprise. Consequently, 
dependence on oil revenues increases.

United States
Motivated by Ahmadinejad’s ongoing belligerence, Iran’s progress in producing 
highly enriched uranium, and the demands of its Arab and Israeli friends, the 
U.S. embarks on building a new coalition and sanctions regime against Iran. 
A drawdown of troops from Iraq (consequently reducing American exposure 
to Iranian power in Iraq) increases Washington’s flexibility, and the growing 
consensus among the EU, Arab states, and the IAEA gives the U.S. new policy 

leverage. Iranian efforts to undermine the 
stability of Middle Eastern states aids America’s 
“Iranian containment and regime change” 
focused coalition. 

Its military resources freed up, the U.S. is 
able to maintain the threat of credible action 
against Iranian nuclear targets should it be 
determined that Iran is close to developing 
nuclear weapons capacity, lifting the burden 
of taking such action from the Gulf States and 

Israel. In this containment scenario, maintaining constant pressure on Tehran 
and ongoing efforts to undermine Iran’s military and economic strength, are the 
tactics used to weaken the conservative Iranian regime. 

Unlike the Bush administration, which lost the political capital to act unilaterally 
against Iran, the new president has greater maneuverability. The U.S. is 
reluctant to engage in conflict in the Middle East, yet is under pressure to “fix 
Iran.” Desirous of rolling back Iranian advances in the region—many made 
by capitalizing on American mistakes—Washington offers more formal security 
guarantees to its allies. Threats from Tehran only strengthen the impetus for 
Gulf State/U.S. cooperation, thus allowing Washington to maintain its bases 
throughout the Emirates and Saudi Arabia.

American legitimacy is further strengthened by a commitment to Israeli-

. . . pressure on Tehran, and ongoing 

efforts to undermine Iran’s military and 

economic strength, are the tactics used 

to weaken the conservative Iranian 

regime. 
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Palestinian peace talks. Its role as a facilitator of progress on the protracted 
conflict wins the U.S. greater political capital than have its weapons sales to 
regional allies. Israel and Saudi Arabia remain quietly cooperative, enabling 
regional powers to reinforce U.S. interests.

Saudi arabia
Recognizing that its cooperation is essential to the success of this containment 
coalition, and driven by a perceived need to secure its investments in the 
region, Riyadh uses coercion and compensation to help Washington keep this 
disparate alliance together. In doing so it must disguise its collusion with Israel 
and pacify its own population by pushing for Israeli acceptance of Saudi peace 
proposals. The monarchy simultaneously seeks to restrain Hamas, revive Fatah, 
and encourage Syria to bargain with Israel over the Golan Heights.

While the U.S. sale of Joint Direct Attack Munitions (JDAMS) to Riyadh boosts 
the regime’s confidence, true defense reinforcement comes from more formal 
American security guarantees to Saudi Arabia and the Gulf States. The kingdom 
also seeks improved defensive installations to both ensure its own protection 
and project a more assertive posture vis-à-vis Tehran. Through such measures 
Riyadh hopes to prevent the possibility of dialogue between Iran and the U.S., 
a dialogue it fears would lead to rapprochement and a possible shift in the 
balance of power back across the Gulf.

Such explicit displays of cooperation reassure investors of the long-term viability 
of the Saudi economy and regional stability. Now shrewd investors after the oil-
glut-induced 1980s decline of petroleum prices, the Saudis channel less funding 
into Organization for Economic and Cooperation and Development (OECD) 
economies, investing regionally instead. 

Though no longer in the position of swing producer, oil continues to play 
a fundamental role in the Saudi economy. With reservoirs getting harder to 
tap, and increasing social expenditures, Riyadh benefits from keeping prices 
high through other means. Thus, a sanctions regime on Iran is favorable as it 
limits Iranian capacity while increasing Saudi Arabia’s importance to the U.S. Its 
vast reserves and strategic location make Saudi Arabia an essential state both 
regionally and internationally.

Israel
A substantial portion of Israel’s political establishment sees containment of Iran 
as insufficient. Retaining leadership of the Likud, Benjamin Netanyahu ratchets 
up air strike threats against Iranian nuclear installations with the knowledge 
that such attacks would require U.S. military cooperation and would be counter 
productive to containment efforts. Netanyahu’s aggressive posture incites 

U.S.-Led Coalition Contains Iran
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heightened rhetoric from Tehran, escalates tensions and encourages Washington 
to issue explicit security guarantees to its regional allies and reiterate the 
unacceptability of Iranian nuclear weaponization. Maintaining the possibility 
of military strikes against Iran and continuing covert efforts against its nuclear 
program, Israel quietly agrees to cooperate with the containment coalition 
and negotiate with the Palestinians. This appearance of flexibility with the 
Palestinians helps to reduce opposition on the Arab street to policies aligning 
with Israeli interests. 

Syria
As regional wild card, the regime of President Bashir al-Assad has benefited 
from Iranian support in exchange for Syrian forbearance in the transfer of funds 
and weapons to Hezbollah. In this scenario, Damascus is pressured to join a 
united Arab front against Tehran, enticed by political and economic benefits. 
Talks on resolving the Golan Heights dispute with Israel develop on a parallel 
track to Palestinian-Israeli negotiations, also with U.S. involvement and Saudi 
sponsorship.

OThER PLaYERS 
Russia
Russia gains greatly from this containment scenario. The omnipresent tension 
in the Gulf helps to keep oil prices high, which translates into record foreign 
exchange earnings for its energy giants. Furthermore, the insecurity of natural 
gas supplies from Iran undermines European Union efforts at developing 
alternatives to Russian pipeline gas. As a member of the UN Security Council, 
Russia also enjoys the dual advantage of keeping western companies out of 
the Iranian hydrocarbon industry by supporting sanctions, while allowing its 
own to reap the rewards of first-mover advantage. Russian Federation President 
Vladimir Putin’s trip to Iran in 2007—the first by a Russian leader since Stalin—
fostered Russia’s role as intermediary: engaging with Iran while voting in favor 
of sanctions at the United Nations. This role enables Moscow to provide Tehran 
with nuclear fuel for its Bushehr nuclear reactor without abandoning Russian 
calls for a halt to the enrichment program.

China 
Unlike Russia, the Chinese see no incentive in keeping Iranian oil production 
down. They see their investment in Iran’s Yadavaran oil becoming a significant 
resource, one the China Petroleum and Chemical Corporation (Sinopec) will 
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control in the absence of Western oil companies. China’s appetite for energy 
and Sinopec’s willingness to work with Iran creates an obstacle to the U.S.-led 
containment strategy. While unwilling to support a strong sanctions regime 
against Iran, it does lend minimal support to restrictions on Iranian behavior 
due to China’s desire to be seen as a “responsible stakeholder.”

Turkey
Turkey’s fear of a separate Kurdish state in northern Iraq is the only notable 
motivation for Ankara. The U.S. thus persuades the Turks to join the coalition 
under the logic that Iranian interference in Iraq—and the sectarian violence it 
inspires—could tear Iraq apart and give the Kurds the opportunity to declare 
independence. This, plus the overt cooperation of Israel and the Arab states, 
motivates Turkey to accept the U.S.-led containment strategy. 

Iraq
Iraq is chaotic and subject to increased Iranian influence even as the containment 
coalition is forming. The partial and controlled drawdown of U.S. troops leaves 
enough American forces to prevent Iran from absorbing Iraq outright, but not 
enough to blunt Persian influence in Iraqi affairs. Iraq is more of an arena 
than a player, and a primary goal of the containment coalition is to prevent 
Iran from becoming the dominant power inside Iraq. While the U.S. troop 
drawdown initially emboldens Iran, its efforts to influence the situation in Iraq 
are eventually undermined by the effects of the containment strategy. The Kurds 
remain a bulwark in the north, and the moderate Sunnis inside Iraq receive 
sufficient support from the U.S. and from their regional allies to prevent an 
Iranian takeover of domestic Iraqi affairs. Chaos and low-level civil war remain 
the rule, and the conflict is mostly contained within Iraqi borders.

Lebanon
Lebanon continues to be an open playground for Tehran’s interference, thus 
increasing Arab and Israeli fears of Iranian expansion. Iran intensifies its 
meddling once it becomes clear that Damascus will get back the Golan Heights, 
possibly in exchange for leaving Lebanon and severing its ties with Teheran. 
This strengthens motivation for the containment coalition. 

U.S.-Led Coalition Contains Iran
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Conclusion 
The Containment Scenario is premised on the populist radicals (Ahmadinejad’s 
faction) maintaining their grip on power in Iran, and the U.S. and Israel foregoing 
a military strike. With aggressive rhetoric coming from Iran, and accelerated 
nuclear enrichment, the temptation for America and/or Israel to respond will 
be strong. Any overt military action by either state would, however, expose the 
containment alliance to potential disintegration, as some regimes in the region 
would respond to domestic pressures to withdraw, while others would fear 
Iranian retaliation.

In this scenario a strong American presence in the Gulf, justified by the 
aggressive rhetoric and threats emanating from Tehran, precludes a fluid balance 
of power from emerging. This same rhetoric prevents the U.S. Administration 
from attempting diplomatic engagement or reconciliation, as such a move 
would find little support among the American electorate or its regional allies. 

The status quo, with added cooperation and 
consultation with America’s Gulf allies, and 
Israel’s reluctant buy-in, is therefore the most 
feasible option.

This scenario offers certain advantages in 
controlling nuclear weapons proliferation 
within the region. The combination of IAEA/ 

UN-authorized sanctions, U.S. security guarantees to Gulf states, and a robust 
U.S. military presence works to limit Iranian opportunities and Gulf state 
incentives to go nuclear. On the other hand, Iranian incentives to weaponize 
are reinforced and, as its program approaches completion, no amount of U.S. 
reassurance may be adequate to dissuade the Saudis and Egyptians from going 
down the same path. 

With aggressive rhetoric coming 

from Iran, and accelerated nuclear 

enrichment, the temptation for America 

and/or Israel to respond will be strong. 
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Scenario Two: 
Balance of Power

U.S. DRaWDOWn FROm 
IRaq TRIggERS mIDDLE 
EaST BaLanCE OF POWER 
DYnamIC

Summary
In Scenario Two, the United States is forced to accept the failure of its current 
Middle East policies, but finds a way to make a virtue of necessity. The U.S.  
realizes it has reached the limit of blood and treasure it is willing to sacrifice to 
shape the internal politics of the region, acknowledges that the Iraq experiment 
has failed, withdraws the majority of its troops and accepts a diminished military 
and political presence on the ground. However, in making the decision to 
partially disengage, a new set of opportunities arise through an emerging 
balance of power dynamic.

Before the withdrawal, U.S. strength in the Middle East created a hierarchical 
distribution of power in the region. In this scenario a diminished U.S. presence 
triggers regional balancing among the players. Regarding both regional stability 
and U.S. disputes with Iran, this course of action adheres to neo-realist principles 
that expect structural forces to drive competitors to form balancing coalitions 
against hegemonic states, and constrain aggressive behavior.

The U.S. may diplomatically address any of the three main points of contention 
between itself and Iran: terrorism; proliferation; and Iraq. But forces put in play by 
U.S. disengagement are the primary cause of progress on all three issues. First, the 
diminished U.S. footprint reduces the incentive and opportunity for international 
terrorists to target U.S. citizens. Second, a reduced U.S. presence weakens Iran’s 
internal consensus to pursue nuclear weapons. Finally, given that the U.S. is no 
longer the dominant factor in combating Iranian influence inside Iraq, the rest of 
the region—primarily Saudi Arabia and internal Iraqi elements—are motivated to 
take up that role, supported by American power when necessary

U.S. Drawdown From Iraq Triggers Middle East Balance of Power Dynamic
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In this scenario, the U.S. lives with the perception that Iran has “won” in the 
Middle East, and has faith that a domino effect of expanding Iranian influence 
will not result. Although the Lebanese internal conflict may fall in such a way 
as to give the appearance of a win for the Iran/Syria/Hezbollah faction, it 
only strengthens the incentive for reactive balancing within the Middle East 
system. The same occurs in Iraq as bold Iranian interference encounters fierce 
internal resistance and revived Iraqi nationalism, and over time leads to the 
consolidation of internal power under a national unity dictator (NUD). These 
Iranian encroachments spur Sunni Arab states—and even Turkey and Israel—to 
coalesce against Iranian interests. Ultimately, Iran’s preconceived notions that 
a diminished U.S. presence would lead to an increase in freedom of action are 
proved false. 

Although the U.S. becomes less visible in the region, it maintains the option 
of military engagement in the event of rapid increases in Iranian power—
especially nuclear—or the threat of large-scale war. It also retains its right to 
act as the regional enforcer of last resort if vital American interests—in this case 

defined as the flow of oil and the survival 
of Israel—were to become threatened. A 
downsized CENTCOM remains in Qatar, 
and the U.S. engages in over-the-horizon 
“offshore balancing.” 

In this scenario, partial American diplomatic 
engagement with Iran is likely, since it 
would improve prospects for American 
interests, but it is not vital for the scenario 
to proceed. Also, this scenario involves no 
true progress regarding the Israeli/Arab 

conflict, as developments between Israel and Palestine become a part of the 
fluid balance-of-power dynamic. Unique among the scenarios in this report, 
a reduced U.S. presence in the Middle East allows Iranian internal political 
developments to proceed naturally, thus leaving Iranian leadership accountable 
for their own failures.

PRImaRY PLaYERS 
United States
The next U.S. administration examines the totality of its Middle Eastern 
entanglements and concludes that it can no longer maintain a large military 
presence in Iraq. A drawdown of its troops inadvertently provides the U.S. with 
a stronger posture against Iran, as its troops are no longer vulnerable or tied up 
in Iraq. Iran becomes acutely aware that the U.S. military has been freed up and 
has added flexibility to act if need be. Iran had rationally and predictably taken 

Unique among the scenarios in this 

report, an American withdrawal from 

the Middle East allows Iranian internal 

political developments to proceed 

naturally and neutrally, thus leaving 

Iranian leadership accountable for their 

own failures.
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advantage of the situation the U.S. created—the beheading of Sunni regimes 
in Iraq and Afghanistan, an Arab street enflamed by American behavior—so as 
the U.S. takes action to “contain” itself new opportunities for Iran dwindle. The 
balance of power competition among the Arab players of the Middle East and 
the Persian state shifts the costs of stability in the region to the local players. It 
also puts a curb on aggressive and expansionary Iranian behavior and allows 
the U.S. to enjoy a relatively cost-effective role as off-shore balancer, ready to 
move in when needed.

Since this scenario leaves the U.S. with reduced forces to deal with regional 
terrorist activities, a tactical rethinking of the “War on Terror” ensues and the U.S. 
takes a different, more covert tack. Brute force military engagement is off the 
table, but special-forces activity in Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Iraq is increased. 
As a party to the Algiers Accords—signed in 1981—the U.S. is restricted from 
interfering in internal Iranian affairs; but covert operations against Iranian  
terror networks outside Iran are ramped up. U.S. strategic interests in this 
scenario are primarily to keep the oil flowing, and to prevent any one dominant 
regional power from emerging, primarily by allowing regional actors to 
maneuver among themselves.

American antagonism and the presence of U.S. troops across multiple Iranian 
borders incented the Iranians to push forward with their nuclear program, 
and U.S. withdrawal reduces, but does not halt, their drive. In the face of 
persistent Iranian misbehavior, the U.S. increases its commitment to the IAEA 
and continues to push for international sanctions – now with greater credibility 
among potential suppliers of Iran.

The scenario proceeds even as Iran refuses to completely shutter its nuclear 
program. The U.S. declares it will comply with IAEA judgments, but Iran 
continues to operate in a gray area, continues to elicit international opprobrium, 
and never decisively halts its suspicious enrichment activities. The U.S. maintains 
its rhetorical support for the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and thus 
insists on sanctions against the Iranian regime in order to preserve the integrity 
of the treaty. It also declares its unwillingness to accept an Iranian nuclear 
weapon, but leaves its response ambiguous. The Iranians maintain their slow 
and deliberate nuclear program—reserving the right to some day produce  
a bomb—but without a localized threat from the U.S., they do not finish 
the project.

Iran 
Iranian foreign policy conforms to regional dynamics regardless of who is in charge, 
and therefore this scenario is less concerned with internal Iranian developments. 
Initially the U.S. withdrawal is portrayed as an Iranian victory, and in the short term 
encourages radical forces to push their worldview domestically and abroad. In 

U.S. Drawdown From Iraq Triggers Middle East Balance of Power Dynamic
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the long run, though, a reduced U.S. footprint and less overt antagonism from the 
West leaves Iranian leaders more accountable for their performance and damages 
their ability to implement aggressive tactics in the region. For instance, when the 
U.S. called the Revolutionary Guard a “terrorist organization,” it unified many 
disparate interests and personalities within Iran. The diminished U.S. presence 
reduces the incentives to unity, and also provides Tehran with a greater sense of 
security, adding to regional stability and leaving Iran with fewer causes to behave 
irresponsibly. The U.S. withdrawal ultimately hurts the hardliners and lessens the 
chance of conservative revival or increased totalitarianism.

Iran’s 20-year plan, developed in the 1990s, calls for a developmentalist state, 
not a state that is interested in or focused on exporting the revolution. Tehran 
is prepared to live with a regional balance of power, as long as U.S. power is 
less proximate and Iran has a chance to succeed economically. Structurally, 
the Iranian political system is stable and will remain so. Factionalism increases 
without the unifying motivation of an immediate American challenge, but the 
ensuing struggle does not threaten internal collapse. 

Regarding the nuclear program, Iran wants to get close to a weapon, but not 
necessarily complete the job. Iran reserves the right to take that final step some 
time in the future, but with no imminent threat from the U.S. it purposefully never 
gets closer than six months from a bomb. Ayatollah Khamenei once approved 
the suspension of the enrichment program, so it is known that Iran is willing to 
halt its quest for nuclear weapons if it makes sense for them to do so. 

Iraq
With the U.S. military overstretched and exhausted—the U.S. cannot keep 
130,000 troops in Iraq indefinitely regardless of its strategic goals—a drawdown 
from Iraq is welcome news to many in Washington and Baghdad. The Iraqi 
government makes the request that the U.S. leave—Iraqi nationalism plays into 
the U.S. plan to withdraw—and the agreement is sold to the American public 
and the international community as “success,” thus softening U.S. loss of face.

The much smaller American troop presence in Iraq initially leads to greater 
Iranian influence in Iraqi affairs; but ultimately the withdrawal facilitates the 
emergence of a national unity dictator (NUD) capable of providing domestic 
stability. Although Shiite, the NUD is only moderately religious and is primarily 
interested in unifying the sectarian divide in Iraq, crushing the insurgency, 
silencing voices in favor of a tripartite division of the country, and expelling 
outside elements. The NUD deals with Iranian interference as mercilessly as he 
handles Al Qaeda in Iraq. The NUD earns the qualified support of the Sunnis, 
the Kurds, and the Shia by virtue of his appeal to nationalism, his loyalty to no 
elements outside Iraq, his non-sectarian approach, and his paramount interest 
in stability and Iraqi sovereignty. 
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While U.S. withdrawal is necessary to facilitate the emergence of the NUD, Iranian 
interference in Iraqi affairs is the element that motivates the NUD to appear and 
creates a base of support for his movement. Thus the NUD becomes a component 
of the regional balancing behavior against Iran inspired by the U.S. exit. 

[For more information on how a NUD might come to power in Iraq, see the previous 
Scenarios report Iraq Post-�010 at www.scps.nyu.edu/cga.scenarios.iraq2010.]

Saudi arabia
The Saudis remain confident against Iran. They see this not in sectarian or 
ideological terms, but purely in terms of balance of power dynamics, and they 
see their position as reasonably secure. A less visible U.S. footprint in the Middle 
East also reduces extremism in the kingdom. Shiite/Sunni relations in Saudi 
Arabia are much better today than in the 1980s and there is no great danger of 
an explosion of sectarian strife in the kingdom. Sunni/Shiite tensions remain 
high in the region, though under control. 
Saudi religious and geopolitical balancing 
against Iran is pursued via the Awakening 
Councils and their offspring in Iraq, up to and 
through the emergence of the NUD.

Overall Saudi Arabia’s regional role increases 
in Iraq, and through continued heavy 
involvement in Lebanon and a greater presence 
in Palestinian politics. The Saudis become a major pole in the balancing effort 
against Iran, filling a portion of the leadership void left by the U.S. withdrawal. If 
necessary, the Saudis will play the sectarian card, as they did when confronting 
the Iranian challenge in the 1980s. An open question is whether, absent a large 
U.S. physical presence or explicit security guarantee, the Saudis can accept 
Iranian nuclear enrichment without seeking a bomb themselves.

Israel
Israel attacking or not attacking Iran should become a local affair, part of the 
fluidity of the balance: actors will behave as they can or as they must; rationality 
would suggest balance—as well as a degree of Israeli-Iranian engagement—over 
violence. However, an Israeli attack on Iran—presumably driven by existential 
fears of an Iranian nuclear weapon—would draw the U.S. into conflict with Iran, 
whether it acquiesced in Israel’s attack or not, and would greatly complicate the 
fluid balancing necessary for this scenario. A U.S. policy of off-shore balancing 
would not be able to withstand internal U.S. domestic pressure demanding 
the U.S. to come to Israel’s aid. Arab states and Israel are policy-takers in this 
scenario, but only up to a point. Given U.S. reluctance to be drawn into a 
conflict with Iran, in this scenario the U.S. applies heavy pressure on Israel not 
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to attack. The Israelis do not see the U.S. as able to secure their interests in this 
scenario, however, and thus the U.S. has limited leverage.

OThER PLaYERS 
Turkey
The Turks play the balance of power game like everyone else. They remain 
mostly concerned with northern Iraq and the issue of Kurdish control of Kirkuk.

Russia
Vladimir Putin recently became the first Russian leader to visit Iran since 1943, 
making Russia an important player in any scenario where the U.S. hopes to non-
violently contain Iran. Increased Russian engagement with Iran would alarm the 
U.S. and could alter the calculations of regional states trying to balance Iranian 
influence, producing something closer to a bipolar distribution of power.

China
A similar warning can be made regarding China. An increased presence of 
another foreign superpower, filling the void left by the U.S., would alter the 
balance of power. Iran could start playing its own balancing game and play 
China off against the U.S. on a geopolitical scale, undermining the U.S. desire 
to reduce itself of Middle Eastern entanglements. A Sino-Persian alliance would 
be nearly impossible for Sunni Arab states to balance against.

The U.S., since 1980, has maintained a policy that it will intervene militarily in 
the Middle East if its interests there are threatened (The Carter Doctrine).  This 
policy was designed with the Soviet Union in mind, and thus could come into 
play in the event that Russia or China attempts to exploit a U.S. retrenchment. 
Thus, the viability of this scenario may ultimately rest on the global political 
context, the nature of great power relations, and the extent of competition/
conflict over the region.
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Conclusion
The Balance of Power scenario is premised on a significant reduction in U.S. 
military power in the Middle East, prompted by American acceptance that the 
Iraq experiment has failed. The U.S. recognizes it is in a bad situation in the 
region, and decides it can no longer afford the enormous loss of blood and 
treasure its former policy entailed. Although its allies in the region—Israel, 
Turkey, and the Sunni Arab Gulf states—are not in favor of the withdrawal, 
and are concerned with Iranian expansion that may result, they are policy- 
takers in the U.S. decision and are forced to accept the new dynamic. The 
scenario then proceeds with regional players having no choice but to enhance 
their individual and collective capacities to balance against Iran, thus creating a 
Middle Eastern system the U.S. can accept, and influence when necessary. The 
new dynamic contains Iranian influence, delivers certain limited positives on 
terrorism and Iraq, and establishes a nuclear stalemate with Tehran that proves 
to be acceptable to all parties.

In this scenario the U.S. makes no attempt to direct the balancing behavior 
from behind the scenes, much less organize an active coalition against Iran as 
in Scenario One. The U.S. engages on a limited basis with Tehran, and shows 
forbearance for similarly limited engagement with Iran by Arab states. It also 
reassures and constrains Israel. Thus, with perhaps the least expenditure of 
time, effort, and money, a new Middle East emerges that conforms relatively 
well to American interests. The U.S. loses some direct control over events—and 
gives up the chance at peace and reconciliation with Iran, and democratic 
political reform in the region—but finds itself adequately protected against 
downside events in the region and with additional resources to deal with other 
global challenges.

Managing nuclear proliferation in this scenario is tricky. The incentives for 
Iranian weaponization are less from the American presence than from the 
actions of Arab states and Israel, now operating in an altered environment 
of diminished U.S. visibility and increased self help. Although we assume 
no Iranian weaponization, Arab state (Saudi Arabia and Egypt in particular) 
perceptions of Iranian capabilities could produce the much feared Middle East 
proliferation nightmare.

U.S. Drawdown From Iraq Triggers Middle East Balance of Power Dynamic
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Scenario Three: 
Engagement

U.S. EngagES IRan

SUmmaRY 
While popular narrative has relations between the United States and Iran ending 
after the revolution in 1979, the reality is considerably more complicated. The 
United States and Iran have maintained communication through intermediaries 
and behind closed doors, where realpolitik has trumped the moralistic rhetoric 
each side employs in public. This complicated history stretches from the murky 
negotiations leading to the release of American hostages mere minutes after the 
inauguration of President Ronald Reagan, through tacit cooperation in Kosovo 
during the 1990s and subsequently in Afghanistan, to offers for a grand bargain 
offered by Iran through intermediaries in 2003. Although the intervening period 

has seen significant change in the region, 
Iran’s 2003 proposal is useful in projecting 
the substance of negotiations between Iran 
and the United States. 

According to the Iranian proposal, the first 
step would be simultaneous statements 
declaring each side is ready for substantive 

negotiations without preconditions and accepts each others political legitimacy. 
The United States and Iran would then establish three working groups to address 
substantive issues—nuclear weapons and non-proliferation, regional stability 
(including terrorism and Iraq), and economic cooperation—and maintain the 
momentum necessary to sustain a step-by-step engagement. 

PRImaRY PLaYERS 
Israel
Engagement with Iran would create the largest policy gap between Israel and the 
United States in decades.  Support for Israel is such an integral component of the 
United States position in the Middle East that it is hard to image engagement with 
Iran that didn’t include some degree of Iranian recognition of Israel. Convincing 
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Tel Aviv, and to a lesser extent Riyadh, that the Iranian leadership can be trusted 
will present America with this scenario’s biggest diplomatic challenge. 

Within the Israeli public and leadership, the Iranian nuclear program is 
considered an existential threat that could justify all options, including 
preemptive attack along the lines of its 1981 attack on the Iraqi reactor at 
Osirak. The reformist presidency of Mohammed Khatami was a problem for 
the Israelis because he made Iran seem easy to work with, and Ahmadinejad’s 
flamboyant displays of anti-Semitism have been a boon for those within Israel 
advocating confrontation. 

While these concerns are important to remember, the Israelis will not necessarily 
stand in the way of an engagement with Iran and a realignment of American 
interests in the region.  As long as the security guarantee remains and the 
nuclear program is sufficiently constrained by international agreement, the 
Israelis will adapt. 

Further, while Tehran had long supported elements within the Palestinian 
resistance movement, and their relationship with Hamas predated that 
organizations 2006 electoral victory, Iran has historically played a peripheral 
role in the rhetorical war that feeds the conflict. In attempting to assume the 
mantle of regional spokesman against Israel, Iran displayed ambitions for 
regional leadership that worried many of its neighbors. In the context of those 
regional ambitions, the 2003 offer of respect for Israel’s 1967 borders as part of 
the “Saudi Initiative” suggested in 2002 is especially striking. While it is unclear 
that the offer would stand in 2012, it demonstrates the essential pragmatism the 
regime may be prepared to apply to the issue. 

Iraq
In 2012, a negotiated and sustainable withdrawal from Iraq is a key aim of U.S. 
engagement with Iran. Stationing 130,000 troops in Iraq will have stretched 
the credibility and material of the U.S. military and delayed a reconfiguration 
needed to adjust to new realties. Iran can facilitate this by restraining its Iraqi 
supporters from targeting withdrawing U.S. troops and accepting a less than 
dominant role in Iraqi politics. 

In exchange, Iran will seek U.S. support for their long-standing calls for war 
reparations from Iraq. Iran will also insist that America recognize the special 
Iranian interests in the Shia holy cities of Karbala and Najaf, where Iranian 
influence is pervasive.

A U.S. withdrawal from Iraq also presents challenges for Iran. While many 
assume its majority Shia population would facilitate widespread Iranian influence

U.S.-Iran Engagement
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in post-withdrawal Iraq, lingering antipathy stemming from their devastating 
conflict would be likely to complicate too aggressive an encroachment. 

Lebanon
Although Iraq is the stage upon which recent tensions between Iran and the 
United States have been on display, Lebanon has historically been an important 
theater for confrontation between the two powers. As Lebanon struggles to 
acclimate to a political culture not completely dominated by Syrian influence, 
Iranian and American support for opposing presidential candidates has stymied 
progress. In engagement, the United States will request that Iran use its influence 
to restrain Hezbollah from destabilizing Lebanese politics. 

Iran
By 2012, domestic pressure towards engagement will have grown too strong for 
any Iranian leader to ignore. Tensions within the leadership, a faltering economy 
reliant upon deteriorated energy infrastructure, and the demographic and social 
repercussions of decades of repression force Iran’s pragmatic leadership to the 
negotiating table as they seek to solidify their own position and the country’s 
regional power.

As the clerical regime suffers from declining legitimacy, a pragmatic second 
generation of conservative leaders emerges. This new generation of conservatives 
offers the middle ground between confrontational hardliners and domestically-
crippled reformists that engagement requires.   

Recent comments from the Supreme Leader and his appointments of political 
allies to important government posts, demonstrate declining confidence in 
Ahmadinejad. There are, and have always been, clerics opposed to radical 
leadership, but they have chosen to remain quiet. A transformative event, such 
as a credible offer of engagement from the United States, inspires these clerics to 
go public, marginalizing hard-liners and promoting a pragmatic, self-interested 
conservative leadership more amenable to negotiation. 

Iran’s stagnant economy has generated discontent among the four million 
citizens who make up Iran’s bureaucracy. Calls for economic reform from this  
state class have been increasing, and by 2012 collaboration with a rapidly-
maturing labor movement increases pressure for economic engagement with 
the United States. 

Iran will ask the United States to allow American energy companies to 
rejuvenate Iran’s energy infrastructure. Low productivity in Iran’s oil and gas 
sector have left it unable to fully capitalize on recent spikes in energy prices, 
and encouraging increased foreign direct investment would allow Iran to fully 
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harness its resource endowment for its own development. The U.S. would 
commit to support Iranian membership in the World Trade Organization.  

The evolution of the Revolutionary Guard into an important economic force 
within Iran also helps to facilitate engagement. Looking to the Chinese Communist 
Party or the Russian elite as its model, the conservative leadership, in conjunction 
with elements of the military, will attempt to build its internal legitimacy 
through economic growth, necessitating deeper economic engagement with 
the U.S. and an end to economic sanctions. 
Leaders opposed to reconciliation with the 
U.S. are co-opted by lucrative participation 
in privatization schemes and key positions of 
the Iranian economy.

Engagement would be a very delicate process, 
subject to reversals from events in a turbulent 
region, mutual suspicion between these long-
time adversaries, and internal opponents to 
engagement in both countries. By recognizing, and working to institutionalize, 
Iran’s regional interests in exchange for increased transparency and international 
cooperation, engagement diffuses a confrontation that has hovered over each 
nation for more than a quarter century. 

United States
While it claims to be pursuing only the nuclear energy which is its right under 
to the Non Proliferation Treaty, Iran is widely believed to be seeking “surge” 
capacity, in which its program comes just short of producing nuclear weapons, 
leaving a task which could be quickly accomplished. Iran’s pursuit of a nuclear 
weapon is inspired by a desire for deterrent capability and the clout that 
possession of a nuclear weapon confers. Iran will not follow the Libyan model 
because recognition of its regional status is at least as important, if not more 
important, than the military utility of a nuclear weapon.   

While wider concerns dictate that proliferation is the issue about which the 
United States can offer the fewest concessions, the U.S. will make it clear 
that cooperation in this arena will be rewarded in a wide-ranging dialogue. 
The United States will insist upon an intrusive IAEA inspections regime with 
unhindered access to any facility in the country. In exchange, the United States 
will guarantee Iran access to international assistance in developing peaceful 
nuclear technology and accept limited enrichment activity inside Iran. 

This arrangement conforms to the reality of what the Iranian nuclear program 
has already accomplished, while establishing a verification scheme that prohibits 
weaponization and promotes other aspects of engagement. 

U.S.-Iran Engagement
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An end to Iranian support for terrorist groups, chiefly Hamas and Islamic Jihad, 
will also be high on the list of U.S. priorities. Hezbollah will also be a U.S. 
concern, but will likely have to be addressed within the framework of stabilizing 
Lebanon. It will be very difficult for the United States to continue to negotiate 
with Iran in the event of an attack against Israeli or American targets by any 
Iranian-sponsored group, but U.S. willingness to continue negotiations in spite 
of such events could be necessary to thwart subversion by spoilers within the 
Iranian regime that stand to lose from engagement. 

The U.S. will seek cooperation in apprehending al Qaeda operatives who have 
sought shelter within Iran itself. In return, Iran will seek pledges of cooperation 
in respect to Mujahedeen-e Khalq Organization, an Iranian Marxist opposition 
group previously allied with the Hussein regime.  Although it was added to the 
list of terrorist organizations following the 2003 invasion, perceived American 
support for it has angered the Iranians. They will insist that action be taken 
against it members in the region, and its support centers abroad, including 
within the United States.

After a failed experiment in Iraq, by 2012 the U.S. finds itself looking at a 
landscape of rising powers, recalcitrant allies, and Iranian nuclear ambitions 
from a position of diminished strength. Engagement follows recognition that 
failure to stabilize Iraq has strengthened Iran at its expense and sustainable 
withdrawal will require Tehran’s tacit support. 

While the need to realign interests in the Middle East is the major driver for the 
United States, domestic conditions will also play a role. A new administration, 
unburdened by responsibility for  Iraq and eager to present the world with the 
image of a U.S. more willing to accommodate international realities,  faces less 
internal resistance to negotiations with Iran. 

After years of being presented with a menacing image of Iran, the U.S. 
public might initially resist negotiation with Tehran. However, Iraq will have 

demonstrated to the U.S. public the dangers 
of too confrontational a foreign policy, 
generating support for a genuine shift 
towards engagement.

In order to make engagement more attractive 
to Iran, the United States will be very clear 
about how it will aid the crippled Iranian 

economy. An immediate end to all economic sanctions, including the release of 
frozen Iranian assets around the world, would benefit members of the powerful 
elite with which the United States is likely to be engaging, and would do a great 
deal to demonstrate mutual respect.

As long as the security guarantee 

remains and the nuclear program is 

sufficiently constrained by international 

agreement, the Israelis will adapt.
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Saudi arabia
Another important ally to consider in this scenario is Saudi Arabia. After years 
as one of America’s staunchest allies in the region, managing Saudi Arabia’s 
reaction to engagement with Iran would present another challenge. While 
the Saudis harbor intense anxiety about Iranian power, both regionally and 
within its own Shia minority, as long as their security guarantee from the United 
States is maintained, the Saudis have little choice but to adapt to U.S.-Iranian 
engagement. 

Conclusions
In the waning days of an administration marked by transformative foreign 
policy, it is widely acknowledged that the overwhelming power with which 
America welcomed the millennium stands diminished.  U.S. policy towards 
Iran will be an important barometer for how United States will relate to rising 
regional powers from this re-adjusted position. 

In part, the conclusions reached in this scenario reflect recognition by the U.S. 
that by 2015 it is operating in a post-ideological, multi-polar environment, 
in which the binary moralism of the Cold War and the triumphalism of the 
1990s are equally irrelevant. Regional hegemony and democracy promotion 
can no longer be the guiding principles of American policies in the Middle 
East. Iranian need for economic modernization supersedes any lingering dream  
of exporting a revolution under the banner of a fragmented religion. 

As in other scenarios, managing nuclear proliferation risk is a real challenge, 
though greatly alleviated here by the posited moderation in Iranian politics 
and the conditions of U.S.-Iranian engagement. The key vulnerabilities are 
the degree of confidence Arab states will have in Iranian commitment, the 
robustness of IAEA inspections, and the willingness of the U.S. to adapt more 
forceful measures if Iran is perceived as circumventing the agreement.

U.S.-Iran Engagement
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